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 Dot KK: Is it hackable? Dual driver: 2 drivers - 1 hardware. One of the drivers will be removed when the system starts up. Dual
Proteus Core. Dual SCSI Adaptors: Supporting two SCSI host adapters on a single motherboard. Dual SCSI Controller: A SCSI

controller can be used to create multiple SCSI adapters. Dual T-Modem: A second cable modem for the network adapter.
DUPS (dynamic updates): Protection against software-pending. Software updates delivered over the Internet when the program
is not being used by the user. DUPC (dynamic updates protection): The part of the UPnP standard for the internet that handles
updates of software programs over the internet. Dynamic DNS: Dynamic DNS is a system for updating the address of a website

automatically. Dynamic multi-core: Instead of just using one core, a multi-core can contain many processing cores. Dynamic
Multi-threading: A system that can handle multiple requests at the same time, processing them all with multiple CPU cores.
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Dynamic Rate Allocation: Selects from a fixed list of encoder/decoder combinations and dynamically adapts the bit-rate of the
video stream to match the available bandwidth. Dynamic transcoding: An Internet media streaming system which dynamically
adapts the bit-rate of the media content to match the available bandwidth. Dynamic Update Protection: A technology that stops
users from proceeding with an update until the computer is idle. Dynamic Virtualization: The ability of a computer system to

adapt the resources it uses dynamically in response to changing demand. Dynamic resolution: Using the GPU to play games and
other high-end graphics uses lots of power. Often the screens are at a lower resolution than the monitor and the computer can
only handle one resolution at a time, regardless of what is requested. The graphic card can be set to be always at the highest
resolution the monitor can show and then use software to lower the resolution when it detects a change. E (numerals): An

identifier from Enclosure. The enclosure is the part of the computer's packaging that houses the motherboard, case, power
supply and other internal hardware. E (numerals): The only bit in an encapsulated transport stream that will change when the
stream enters or exits the DVR Ediscovery: A digital video recorder system that is capable of storing an unlimited number of

media streams on a hard drive or other 82157476af
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